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One essential theme in the whole of Heidegger’s thought is the critique of 
representational thinking, which is very obvious in his later thought. Under the views 
of “the history of Being” and “the history of metaphysics”, Later Heidegger, tried to 
go into the deep cores of metaphysics, intends to criticize metaphysics through 
criticizing the representational thinking. To Heidegger, the critique of representational 
thinking consists of two tasks: one is to reveal the characteristic of representational 
thinking, and the other is to explore the non-representational thinking. By examined 
Heidegger’s study of representational thinking, I will try to indicate that his critique of 
representational thinking is not only based on the philosophical consideration, which 
is a correspondence to the problem of Being, but also the reflections of the practical 
problems such as the situation of human existence and the problems of modernity. His 
exploration of non-representational thinking should be considered as an 
exemplification of the phenomenological principle “Back to the things themselves” 
and a resistance of the universalization of scientism as well as a defense of human 
thinking diversity. The structure of this paper is as follows： 
The basic situation of this paper will be presented in the part of the Introduction, 
and then I will briefly discuss the causes of Heidegger’s concern of representational 
thinking and the conceptual history of representation. 
Firstly, this paper will point out that Heidegger finds out the origin of 
representational thinking in Descartes’ “ego cogito, ergo sum” by combing the history 
of metaphysics. He also reveals the fact that the modern metaphysics of subjectivity 
has been dominated by the representational thinking initiated by Descartes. 
Secondly, I will investigate Heidegger’s revealing of the characteristic of 
representational thinking, which is beyond the critique of epistemology. The 
representational thinking is characterized of objectifying, subjectivity, calculation and 
productivity, which put human against the world fundamentally. 
Thirdly, this paper tries to study Heidegger’s critique of representational thinking. 
















representational thinking has concealed and forgotten the Being itself. For another 
thing, the representational thinking has resulted in the extreme expansion of 
subjectivity and constituted a threat to human existence and dwelling through modern 
technology. Besides, by investigating the Principle of Reason, Heidegger expands his 
critique into the common human thinking and actions outside of metaphysics. 
Finally, I will discuss Heidegger’s difficult exploration of non-representational 
thinking. In this part, the emphases will be put on the possibility, limitation and 
meanings of the non-representational thinking. 
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（不定式）形式 vorstellen 和（动词化）名词形式 Vorstellung。从字面上看，vorstellen
由前缀 vor-和词根-stell-以及不定式词尾-en 组成。前缀 vor-意指：“前面，在前
面”，而 stellen 意指：“摆放（摆置）某物，使之站立”，因此 vorstellen 意指“带
到前面，把一物摆放（摆置）到别物面前”。另外，该词还具有反身动词形式，
即 sich vorstellen，具有“呈现自身、介绍自身”的意思。①表象的动名词形式是
                                                          










































                                                          
① 本文中出现的拉丁词均使用斜体形式。 
② 参见《根据律》（英文版）一书的译者导言中对表象一词的解释，见 Martin Heidegger, The Principle of Reason, 
translated by Reginald Lilly, Bloomington and Indianapolis: Indiana University Press, pXVI. 
③








































                                                          
①
 康德：《纯粹理性批判》，邓晓芒译，杨祖陶校，北京：人民出版社，2004 年，第 274-275 页。 
② 参见 Caygill Howard, A Kant Dictionary. Oxford: Blackwell Publishing, 1995, pp355-356. 
③ 康德：《逻辑学讲义》，许景行译，杨一之校，北京：商务印书馆，1991 年，第 25 页。 
④
 康德：《逻辑学讲义》，许景行译，杨一之校，北京：商务印书馆，1991 年，第 25 页。 
⑤ Kenneth P. Winkler, “Kant, the Empiricists, and the Enterprise of Deduction,” adopted in The Cambridge 
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